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The most common mistake 
waterfowl hunters make in their 
boating trip is overloading the 
boat. All vessels less than 20 feet in 
length constructed after Novem-
ber 1, 1972, have a capacity plate 
permanently affixed. The plate 
will be in a location clearly vis-
ible to the operator while the boat 
is underway. The plate lists the 
maximum allowed horsepower, 
maximum number of persons, 
and maximum weight capacity in 
persons and equipment. 

By the time you put on an 
outboard motor, load three hunt-
ers and all their gear, and then tell 
a retriever to get into the boat, it 
is very easy to exceed the weight 
capacity without knowing it. 

Exceeding the weight capac-
ity of a boat creates a dangerous 
condition. Overloading reduces 
the amount of freeboard, which is 
the vertical distance measured on 
the boat’s side from the waterline 
to the gunwale. Insufficient free-
board can lead to poor handling 
in rough water and makes it easier 
for the boat to swamp. 

Duck hunters are often out in 
the worst weather where white-
caps or the wake of a passing boat 
could quickly send water over the 
gunwale and into the boat. An 
excited retriever can unexpectedly 
move in the boat adding to the 
danger when a boat is overloaded.

Often wearing waders and 
heavy coats, a duck hunter would 
find it very difficult to swim 
should their boat take on water 
or capsize. Add the effects of ice 
cold water, and a mishap becomes 
an immediate life threatening 
emergency.

Idaho law requires a life jacket 
on board for every passenger, and 
a throw-able (type IV) personal 
floatation device is required in 
boats more than 16 feet long. 
While Idaho boaters are not re-
quired to wear their life jackets, it 
is strongly recommended for duck 
hunters.

Many companies now make 
camouflage life jackets and float 
coats that can be worn while duck 
hunting that do not flare birds 
and are reasonably comfortable 
to shoot in. Such an item would 
be an excellent Christmas gift for 
someone on your list who enjoys 
duck hunting!

If you are hunting from the 
boat, remaining seated while 
shooting will improve your accu-
racy and the stability of the boat. 
Hunters have been knocked out 
of boats from the unanticipated 
or underestimated recoil of heavy 
Magnum waterfowl loads.

Phil Cooper is the wildlife 
conservation educator for the 
Panhandle Region. 

WHAT CAN IDAHO 
WATERFOWL 

HUNTERS EXPECT 
THIS YEAR?

Hunters in the waterfowl 
blinds this season can expect to see 
a fall flight similar to last year’s.

Continental waterfowl popu-
lations are strong, and habitat con-
ditions have been above average 
in the Canadian provinces where 
Idaho’s birds are produced. 

Mallards are by far the most 
abundant ducks in hunters’ bags 
in Idaho. And more than 60 per-
cent of the mallards harvested here 
come from Alberta, the Northwest 
Territories, British Columbia and 
Alaska.

Despite a delayed spring over 
most of the survey area, habitat 
conditions during the 2013 Wa-
terfowl Breeding Population and 
Habitat Survey were improved or 
similar to last year in many areas 
because of average or above aver-
age annual precipitation.

The estimated mallard abun-
dance was 10.4 million, similar 
to the 2012 estimate, which is 36 
percent above the long-term aver-
age. Population estimates for wi-
geon, green-winged teal, gadwalls 
and common goldeneyes - also 
commonly taken in Idaho - were 
similar to or above 2012 estimates 
in 2013.

In the traditional survey area, 
the total duck population estimate 
was about 45.6 million birds - a 6 
percent decrease from last year’s 
estimate of about 48.6 million. But 
it is still 33 percent higher than 
the long-term average from 1955 
through 2012.

THE TOTAL DUCK 
ESTIMATES IN:

* Southern Alberta and south-
ern Manitoba - similar to last 
year’s and the long-term average.

* Southern Saskatchewan - 8 
percent higher than last year and 
61 percent above the long-term 
average.

* Central and northern Alber-
ta, northeastern British Columbia, 
and the Northwest Territories 
- similar to last year’s and 16 per-
cent above the long-term average.

* Northern Saskatchewan-
northern Manitoba-western On-
tario survey - 25 percent higher 
than the 2012 estimate and similar 
to the long-term average.


